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Hot e l

Pr of i l e

The journey through scenery composed of long stretches of lush, verdant vegetation and
undulating rice and grain fields on both sides of Provincial Highway 1 on the way to the hotel is
reminiscent of a corporate legend in the rice industry: Yeedon. The hotel is the pearl of central
Taiwan which stands majestically next to the Douliu baseball stadium. It is also one of the most
amazing sights on the journey through the Yunchia plain.

Excellent food
Great flavors through local ingredients with a long history
Travelers love to explore unique local flavors at each destination. Yunlin is the agricultural capital
of Taiwan, while Yeedon is the leading rice brand and a household name in Taiwan. We have
made a deep and extraordinary commitment to serving Western and Chinese delicacies with rich,
simple, and elegant flavors and pure and delicate tastes to win the hearts of our guests.

Excellent accommodation
Sweet slumber in a luxurious and romantic ambience
The architectural design of the hotel was inspired by ancient rice cultivation culture. It resembles
a golden rice plant swaying in the breeze. The elegant, romantic, luxurious, and stylish ambience
inside the hotel exhibits rich and diverse spatial design aesthetics. The 226 high-standard guest
rooms are equipped with large vista windows offering unobstructed panoramic views. Guests can
enjoy a quality slumber in this urban paradise.

Excellent recreation
Safe haven and palace settling the body and mind
Sun Hao Hotel features top-notch hardware facilities and rich natural resources. The gym and
outdoor swimming pool are surrounded by the chirping of birds, a clear breeze, and bright moon.
Guests also get a glimpse of the beauty of local culture and traditions, which creates bright
memory highlights of their travel itineraries.

Setting a new benchmark of supreme hotel services in Yunlin
Sun Hao International Hotel, the only five-star standard hotel in the Yunlin area, is located adjacent
to the Douliu baseball stadium in Douliu City. It offers panoramic views, a graceful environment,
and convenient traffic connections, representing an ideal choice for visitors to central Taiwan
The architectural design of the hotel was inspired by ancient rice cultivation culture. It resembles
a golden rice plant swaying in the breeze. The elegant and stylish European-style ambience fused
with sophistication, luxury, coziness, and brightness exhibits rich and diverse spatial design
aesthetics.
Sun Hao Hotel features 226 high-standard comfortable guest rooms, banquet venues that
can accommodate 150 tables, multi-functional meeting rooms, and various facilities such as
a business center, gym, outdoor swimming pool, steam room, and sauna. Dining services are
provided in the Chinese cuisine banquet hall, Rice Pearl Buffet Restaurant, and Rando Restaurant.
The hotel can satisfy a wide range of demands from wedding banquets to travel & vacation.
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Sun Hao International Hotel utilizes top-notch hardware facilities to generate an omni-purpose
vacation center which is matchless in central Taiwan. Through the strengthening of service
capabilities and by embracing the core corporate value of “dedicated services”, the hotel has
rapidly turned into a top-rated hotel and new landmark in the Yunlin-Chiayi region, providing an
extraordinary and supreme accommodation experience for business and leisure travelers alike.
An unforgettable travel experience is constituted through an appreciation of the beauty of Yunlin
culture and traditions and top-quality services of international caliber.

Corporate background
The Sun Hao paragon is deeply rooted in people’s hearts
Yeedon rice evokes childhood memories for many Taiwanese citizens. When visitors slowly
chew this sweetish-tasting rice which is grown in an ideal environment surrounded by lush hills
with a copious water supply, they get a glimpse of the sincere, diligent, and genuine nature of the
Taiwanese people.
The core values of Sun Hao International Hotel encompass an even wider range of dimensions
and connotations. Based on ancestral training, the hotel has made a firm commitment to providing
guests with a flawless travel experience through top-quality offerings in the areas of service,
ingredients, facilities, accommodation, dining, and hospitality. Every dimension is infused with
the Sun Hao spirit of ultimate dedication. The blissful and multi-faceted hotel is created through
multiple service layers.
Spanning two generations over a period of 30 years, the Sun Hao spirit and its connotations are
characterized by increasing profoundness as well as brand concern, innovation, and diversity in
sync with the times. The rich harvest of corporate nutrients has ushered in a new blissful age of
top-quality food, services, and accommodation.
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R o om s & S ui t es
Exquisite accommodations make you feel like high nobility
The rooms are uniquely designed and feature all the necessary amenities. The following room
types are available: Presidential suite, Elegant Executive Suite, Cozy Family Room, Stylish
Double, and Classic Double. Each room has its own style and all the facilities you need.
Every room is equipped with French windows that offer stunning views for our guests. All rooms
feature high-standard equipment including free Wifi connections, 50-inch LCD TVs, separate
grooming and bathing facilities, electronic safes, and magnetic door cards to ensure a royalty-like
travel experience.

Presidential Suite
This suite provides a high-class luxurious and elegant indulgence which is ideal for political and
business dignitaries, celebrities, and key business meetings. Guests enjoy personalized services
in a noble and exclusive ambience. The suite features a spacious bedroom and living room with
facilities worthy of royalty. The panoramic view on the city embellishes the room.
Room information

Room size: 231m2 │ Number of guests: 2 │ Bed size: 210cm x 180cm x 1

Elegant Executive Suite
A wide and comfortable space is created through the interweaving of natural sunlight shining
through the windows and soft indoor lighting. A comfortable large bed, a bathroom with separate
grooming and bathing facilities, a separate washroom, and bright large class windows with a
delightful view create an elegant ambience for travelers. This room fuses modern and artistic
elements and provides a stylish and novel setting for travelers while they enjoy a cup of freshly
brewed coffee.
Room information

Roomsize: 92m2 │ Number of guests: 2 │ Bed size: 200cm x 180cm x 1

Cozy Family Room
Guests can experience a most genuine and relaxing vacation in this comfortable setting with a
bathroom with separate grooming and bathing facilities, a separate washroom, and bright large
class windows with a delightful view.
Room information

Room size: 46m2 │ Number of guests: 4 │ Bed size: 200cm x 150cm x 2

Stylish Double
Soft lighting and a wide space serve as the main design elements, while a bathroom with separate
grooming and bathing facilities, a minimalist table lamp, art objects on the walls, and the sofa
create greater comfort and a feeling of intimateness allowing travelers to enjoy every moment of a
delightful vacation.
Room information

Room size: 46m2 │ Number of guests: 2 │ Bed size: 200cm x 120cm x 2
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Elegant Execut ive Su i t e
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1 C ozy Family R oom
Room facilities
Soft/hard sleeping pillows
Down quilt
Down pillow
Bathrobe
Slippers
Hair dryer

Internet
Free WLAN Broadband Internet
services
Free WIFI

2-3

St ylish Do u b l e

Room facilities

Snacks & Beverages

Master power control system
Electronic sensor door lock
International direct dialing
services
Electronic safe
Flashlight
Stationery set

Mini Bar
Fridge
Electric kettle
Teabags, instant coffee bags,
mineral water

Entertainment

Other services

LED Flat TV

Laundry and dry cleaning services
Free parking services
Pets are not allowed anywhere in
the hotel
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W e ddin gs - B an q u et s - M e e ti n gs
Bearing beautiful witness to the vows of true love and happiness
The banquet hall on the first floor features a 7.5-meter elevated ceiling combined with a brilliant
light show in a luxurious and comfortable ambience. The spacious venue exudes a magnificent and
majestic aura and can accommodate over 70 tables generating the flair of a grand fest. Both the
wedding guests and the host feel elated, bearing witness to the true love and bliss of the newlywed.
The second floor features over 10 private booths for guests. These separated spaces are free
from disturbances and are ideal for gatherings of families and friends and dining events. The
unique spatial design of the multi-functional banquet hall on the third floor allows great flexibility in
decoration. This venue is ideal for business meetings, educational events, and banquets.
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Weddings
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Meetings

Culi n ary del i c ac i es

Rando Restaurant
Peaceful and relaxing corner in the bustling city
Guests feel elated when they enter Rando Restaurant. The space is elegant and highly aesthetic and
features a novel and stylish design. The restaurant serves lunch, dinner, afternoon tea, and late-night
snacks and is ideal for business mixers and gathering of friends.
Business Hours

AM10:00-PM23:00

Service Line
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05-5510999 Ext. 2005~2007

Rice Pearl Buffet Restaurant
Vista Restaurant with the most gorgeous views in central Taiwan
This modern European-style space on one of the top floors offers great comfort and stunning views.
The glass wall design ensures an unobstructed panoramic view. Visitors can take in the beauty of
Yunlin with its lush peaks, sea of clouds, rolling plains and fields, and starry nights from this high
vantage point. Menus are adjusted in accordance with the changing seasons. The restaurant serves
Western and fusion cuisine from many countries integrating elements of local culinary culture. Rice
Pearl offers a rich variety of exquisite culinary delicacies.
Business Hours AM6:30-AM10:00 │ PM17:30-PM21:00 Service Line
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05-5510999 Ext. 2005~2007

A m enit i es

Open-air swimming pool, steam room, sauna
Peaceful and relaxing corner in the bustling city
These facilities are located in an outdoor area on the third floor in the shade of palm trees bathed
in sunlight with a light breeze. Swimmers are suspended between heaven and earth, freed of all
weariness in a state of ultimate relaxation. Top-rated facilities including a steam room and sauna
ensure nobility-like recreation for our guests.
Opening Hours

AM9:00-PM21:00

Service Line

05-5510999 Ext. 9

Romance Plaza
The Romance Plaza next to the swimming pool has a tropical flair with multiple palm trees. The
swimming pool and plaza present a blended vista with recreational tables and chairs in the shade of
parasols. These elements create a leisurely and natural Southeast Asian ambience. This plaza is an
ideal venue for outdoor wedding ceremonies or outdoor BBQ parties. It is an unrestrained creative
realm.
Service Line

05-5510999 Ext. 9
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Scenic gym
These facilities are located in an outdoor area on the third floor in the shade of palm trees bathed
in sunlight with a light breeze. Swimmers are suspended between heaven and earth, freed of all
weariness in a state of ultimate relaxation. Top-rated facilities including a steam room and sauna
ensure nobility-like recreation for our guests.
Opening Hours

AM9:00-PM21:00

Service Line

05-5510999 Ext. 9

Tr affi c i n f or mat i o n
By car
National Freeway No.3 → Exit at Douliu interchange, take Provincial Highway 3 and pass over the
bridge → Sun Hao International Hotel
National Freeway No.1 → Exit at Huwei interchange, take Xiping Rd. → Sun Hao International Hotel

Shuttle services
1.Please make reservations, fare not included in room rate.
2.Shuttle buses between the hotel and Huwei HSR Station.
(dispatched in accordance with actual operation conditions)
3.The reception counter provides taxi calling services.

Mass transportation information
HSR Station
From Yunlin HSR Station take the HSR shuttle bus to Sacred Hearts High School. The hotel is around
a 10-minute walk from the school.
Tairail Station
The hotel is around a 25-minute walk from Douliu train station
(it is recommended that guests take a taxi or mass transportation)

Goo g l e M a p
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